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   The UK's austerity programme has disproportionately affected children and people with disabilities
   David Taylor-Robinson et al
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   Policy must move beyond evidence based to evidence infused to produce public good
   Nicola Singleton and John Strang
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9 Preventing bad reporting on health research
   Academics should be made accountable for exaggerations in press releases about their own work
   Ben Goldacre
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   The latest framework for action has learnt few lessons from recent failures
   Trisha Greenhalgh and Justin Keen
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   Anne K Ortgvist et al
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   Joshua J Gagne et al
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   Petroc Sumner et al
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16 Can doctors be trained in a 48 hour working week?
Andrew Hartle and Sarah Gibb find no evidence that implementation of the European Working Time Directive has led to a decline in the quality of training. But Andrew Goddard thinks that 48 hours doesn’t give sufficient time for some specialties and notes trainees’ dissatisfaction
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19 Rethinking diagnostic delay in cancer: how difficult is the diagnosis?
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